POWERFORWARD 360° Benefits
Get complimentary support and guidance when you contract GCP with SADA
When you contract Google Cloud Platform (GCP) with SADA, you get our full POWERFORWARD 360°
Benefits, a comprehensive suite of the support and expert guidance you need to accelerate your business on
Google Cloud. SADA’s proactive resources will eliminate technical and business blockers, advise you on your
Google Cloud investment for optimal growth, and keep costs low while fast-tracking your deployment. As an
industry-leading Google Cloud Premier Partner, we leverage our breadth of knowledge and relationship with
Google to quickly tackle problems so you can concentrate on your core business.
SADA covers the costs of 360° Benefits when you contract GCP with us by using economies of scale to deliver
amazing value and maximize your ROI.
How do we power your success?
To help you make the most of every opportunity in the cloud, your 360° Benefits team goes all in to solve your
biggest challenges.
Here are a few ways SADA works to optimize your business on Google Cloud:
/ If you are new to GCP, we'll make sure you
understand the platform and how SADA's services
enable your success.
/ Our team is on hand 24/7 to assist you with the
support you need, when you need it with response
time SLAs as fast as 15 minutes.
/ We offer a single point of contact for seamless
communication and ownership.
/ From architecture reviews to deployment, you’ll
have a smoother migration and see transformative
results more quickly.

/ We’ll arm you with tools and support, such as
success planning, quarterly business reviews,
billing support, and optimization to help achieve
your goals.
/ Black Friday? Super Bowl commercial? Or another
important event? We’ll coordinate with Google
to make sure you’re ready for the big day by
increasing your environment’s resilience and
helping you navigate any potential issues that may
arise.
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SADA support amplifies Google support
Armed with deep product knowledge, our Google Cloud certified experts are ready to power your success. We
combine the right resources to give you an unparalleled experience with:

/ Customer Success: Ensure progress on
Google Cloud with a trusted Customer
Executive Advisor

/ Enterprise Support Services: Enjoy 24/7

support for Workspace and GCP products and
direct path escalation to Google support for
infrastructure-related issues.

/ Technical Account Management: For enterprise

accounts, take advantage of direct engagement
with our GCP certified engineer to guide you
through the technical landscape of the platform
with activities such as architecture reviews, GCP
workshops and demos, comprehensive cost and
performance optimization, capacity planning, new
initiative enablement, and more.

“It is cost-prohibitive for me to have a large staff that is purpose built for specific areas.
Having SADA gives us that ability on demand and has proven to be a huge advantage.”
Vikranth Katpally
Chief Technology Officer | Swyft

Partner with the best
At SADA, we climb every mountain, clear every hurdle, and turn the improbable into
possible – over and over again. Simply put, we propel your organization forward.
It’s not enough to migrate to the cloud, it’s what you do once you’re there. Accelerating
application development. Advancing productivity and collaboration. Using your data
as a competitive edge. When it comes to Google Cloud, we’re not an add-on, we’re a
must-have, driving the business performance of our clients with its power.
Beyond our expertise and experience, what sets us apart is our people. It’s the spirit
that carried us from scrappy origins as one of the Google Cloud launch partners to an
award-winning global partner year after year. With a client list that spans healthcare,
media and entertainment, retail, manufacturing, public sector and digital natives – we
simply get the job done, every step of the way.

A few of
our clients
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